[Relation between the spatial and spatial-frequency characteristics of receptive fields of the cat visual cortex].
Spatial (the size and the eccentricity) and spatial-frequency (optimal frequency and the bandwidth) characteristics of receptive fields of the cat visual cortex were studied. The linear and quasilinear receptive fields of equal size were shown, in accordance with predictions of the piecewise Fourier analysis, to constitute a module in every field of which the complexity index (ratio of the field size vs. the number of its optimal frequency periods) equaled the optimal frequency multiplied by a coefficient constant for a given module. Five modules were found with field sizes 2.6 degrees; 3.8 degrees; 5.2 degrees; 6.2 degrees and 7.0 degrees moving toward the visual field periphery as the modules increased in size. According to the predictions, the bandwidth decreases in the reversed proportion to the field size in a fixed complexity index. The data obtained corroborate the hypothesis implying that the receptive fields perform a piece wise quasi--Fourier expansion of an image.